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St’ t’ewe w’| Stanley Park, Second Beac
8701 Stanley Park Dr, Vancouver, BC V6G 3E
6P
Vines Art Festival makes a triumphant return by showcasing and witnessing
the many ways in which art sustained us throughout the COVID19
Pandemic. Celebrating the opening of our seventh annual Festival, our
Feast Year promises to nourish us in ways we haven’t experienced in over
a year. Join us in breaking this fast with Terreane Derrick, Ta’Kaiya Blaney,
Manuel Axel Strain, Kwiigay iiwaans, Kimit Sekhon, Lindsay Delaronde,
Janelle Reid and Chantelle Trainor-Matties
Artists: Kwiigay iiwaans, Kimit Sekhon
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
TERREANE DERRICK
Terreane Derrick came into the arts both by accident and design. At an
early age, Terreane’s rst foray into the performing arts was puppetry.
Terreane’s interests in the arts expanded rst into drawing and painting,
then into video production. In addition, Terreane is also an accomplished
emcee, public speaker, facilitator, and has sat on government boards as a
special needs / disability adviser. Terreane appreciates the medicine of art
in its entirety and is currently focused on personal governance
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MON AUG 9TH | RE-OPENING CEREMONIE

TA’KAIYA BLANEY
Ta’Kaiya Blaney is a 20 year old indigenous youth who works for the
protection of lands, waters, and climate. Since the age of 10 they have
been vocal within movements combatting extractive industry, climate
change, and oil pipelines that threaten the present and future survival of
their people. They have used music as a tool to express their deep love
and concern for their territories
LINDSAY DELARONDE – Star Dancer
MANUEL AXEL STRAIN
Manuel Axel Strain is a non-binary 2-Spirit artist with Musqueam/Simpcw/
Inkumupulux ancestry, based in stolen, sacred and ancestral homelands
and waters of the Katzie/Kwantlen peoples. Although they have attended
Emily Carr University of Art + Design they prioritize Indigenous
epistemologies through the embodied knowledge of their mother, father,
siblings, cousins, aunties, uncles, nieces, nephews, grandparents, and
ancestors. Creating artwork in dialogue, collaboration, and reference with
their kin/relatives, their lived experience becomes a source of agency that
resonates through their work with performance, space, painting, sculpture,
photography, video, sound and installation. Their artworks display a strong
autobiographical brace, tackling such subjects as ancestral and community
ties, Indigeneity, labour, resource extraction, gender, Indigenous medicine,
and land. Their work has been seen in the Capture Photography Festival,
the Richmond Art Gallery, Surrey Art Gallery, and other places across Turtle
Island. Recent works confront and undermine realities and imaginaries of
colonialism to offer a space that exists beyond that matrix of power
KWIIGAY IIWAANS & KIMIT SEKHON
Electronic music and lighting performance featuring vocals from Kwiigay
iiwaans in the Haida and Squamish languages
JANELLE REID & MAD RIDDIM
Janelle Reid is a singer, actor, song writer and mover. She has a Bfa
double major in music composition and theatre and has a second
bachelor’s degree in Elementary Education. She enjoys singing in a variety
of genres and collaborating with other vocal artists. She is always excited
to take the opportunities given to share her passion of singing as a means
to bring people together.
Mad Riddim is a mash-up making, drum and bass led groove machine,
mixing classic dub sensibilities with the attitude of funk and the
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improvisation of jazz. Formed in Vancouver BC by drummer Richard Brown
and bassist Matt Reid, Mad Riddim is founded on an intuitive musical
connection and a shared vision of pushing the traditional boundaries of a
rhythm section
CHANTELLE TRAINOR-MATTIES – Orcinus Orca
Chantelle Trainor-Matties will be working on and nishing up her large
scale painting of an orca in Stanley Park.
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In partnership with Prison Justice Day Committe
The Vancouver Prison Justice Day Memorial takes place on Monday
August 10th from 6 to 8pm beside the Claire Culhane Memorial Bench, SE
Corner, Trout Lake Park. This event is being organized on the occupied,
̓ m (Musqueam),
unceded and ancestral territories of the xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
səlílwətaʔɬ
(Tsleil-Waututh) and Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish) Coast Salish
Nations. PJD is organized in the spirit of solidarity with all communities
impacted by incarceration. For more information or to speak, contact
pjd@prisonjustice.ca
Image Design: Karissa Chandrakate
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TUE AUG 10TH, 2021 | PRISONER JUSTICE DAY
Trout Lake Park, Claire Culhane Memorial Benc
2105 E 19th Ave, Vancouver, BC V5N 2J
6 PM | ASL Interpretatio

X̱ 7nam̓ ut | New Brighton Par
3201 New Brighton Rd, Vancouver, BC V5K 0A
6P
Our bodies are more than just esh, they are tributaries and connective
pathways for our Ancestors and stories, beyond just containing the
unfathomable expanse of our possibilities. This event promises
breathtaking stories that transcend the fabrics woven by histories kept and
histories hidden
Artists: Corrina Keeling, David Ullock, Erica Hiroko Isomura, Laura
Fukumoto, Carolyn Nakagawa, Josh Cameron, Shion Skye, Kisyuu Carter,
Vanessa Lefan Yuen, Kellen Jackson, xoma-leon phîlip babur and Bea
Mille
Artist: Now or Never and Vanessa Lefan Yuen
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
NOW OR NEVER – BreakN the Park
A durational dance and art installation which deterritorializes the busking
street show from the concrete, city core to ignite a more natural landscape.
The piece aims to recontextualize the crowd-performer interaction of
busking by steering from the traditional, capital centric ends of these
shows. Instead this piece is an ampli cation of the foundational pillars of
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WED AUG 11TH | OUR STORIES EMBODIED

Hip Hop (Peace, Unity, Love, Having Fun) and the ongoing work required
on the individual and systemic levels to achieve these ideals
XOMA-LEON PHÎLIP BABUR – the creature is calling you
The artist provides a space for communion:
to listen, to be heard, to be seen, to see, to feel, to be felt, to be with the
heart
“the creature is calling you” is a poetic and musically embodied solo
performance based on ecological displacement/remembrance/
childhood climates
Stories are sung from all the waters they’ve been in, the lands they’ve
heard, the creatures they’ve traversed.
One may nd within the performance :
a ballad to belong, a lullaby to comfort pain, surrender to Ubuntu, a call to
be animal
SHION SKYE CARTER & KISYUU – Flow Tide
Flow Tide is a performance by dance artist Shion Skye Carter and
calligraphy artist Kisyuu, exploring the relationship between movement and
the traditional art of Japanese calligraphy. Approaching the performance as
a meditation, the artists take the entire duration of the work to write one
“kanji” character, using a large brush and “sumi” ink. Each brushstroke
adds a call to which the dancer responds, taking the form of a meditative,
abstract conversation
VANESSA LEFAN YUEN – What Holds Us Together
“What Holds Us Together” is the title of Van Lefan’s rst album, co-created
with Thomas Hoeller, scheduled to be released in Spring 2022. The project
is an exploration and embodiment of what connects us as human beings.
While we may come from different places and have lived different sets of
experiences, what are the things we have in common? How can we relate
to each other? See each other? Hold each other, in this process of
transforming, healing, and creating the world our ancestors dreamed of
ERICA HIROKO ISOMURA, LAURA FUKUMOTO & CAROLYN
NAKAGAWA – yonsei writing: SOFT POEMS 4 HARD TIMES
Writers Erica Hiroko Isomura, Carolyn Nakagawa, and Laura Fukumoto
read new poetic works against the backdrop of New Brighton Park, where
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so-called Vancouver began 150+ years ago and beside the location of
1942’s Japanese Canadian incarceration at Hastings Park. Their writing
explores yonsei (fourth-generation) multi-racial settler identity, politics,
solidarity with marginalized communities, and the realities of climate
catastrophe. Their words offer gratitude to these lands that once provided a
home to their Japanese grand- and great-grandparents, a century ago
CORRINA KEELING – Bodies of Water
Excerpts from ‘Bodies of Water’, an ever-evolving multidisciplinary work
that explores ways for us to show up more fully to conversations about the
true history of stolen land and people, by re-connecting to songs and
stories from our places of origin. The music acts as a doorway to the
possibility of being in relationship to identity without supremacy, and as an
act of service to healing and redress
DAVID ULLOCK – It Is What It Isn’t
A compositional exploration of abstract form in physical space.
This freestanding sculpture has been created entirely with reclaimed
materials, diverting useful resources from the land ll
KELLEN JACKSON
Kellen Reed Jackson is a perpetually emergent queer artist & arts facilitator
̓ m, Skwxwú7mesh, and
on stolen, occupied, unceded xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
səlilwətaɁɬ
lands. Their work is generated from a deep desire for conscious
intimacy with the quantum materiality of spacetime in all its manifestations.
Working through lm, sound, eco-printing and an emergent movement
practice, they are currently researching queer & trans histories, non-binary
embodiment, ecological intersubjectivity & spacetime as eld and fabric
BEA MILLER
Bea is a fourth-generation settler of Jewish, German, and Scottish ancestry
̓ m
born, raised and creating on the unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
(Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and Selíl̓ witulh
(Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations. She is a weaver, sewer, natural-dyer and wild crafter who
cultivates a deep relationship with plants and the natural world, motivated
by respect and gratitude. She is careful to harvest small amounts, only take
what she needs, grow what she can, and sees beauty in what many people
would consider weeds. Her art practice is motivated by this relationship
with plants

.
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Smem̓ ch s/Smam w’ch | David Lam Par
1300 Paci c Blvd, Vancouver, BC V6Z 2Y
6 PM | Look Building at 2 PM | ASL Interpretatio
In partnership with Mx. Bukur
No plastic leaves here: Project Vines is a fun community designed event
rif ng off of Project Runway. Participants will receive assistance from the
monarchs of reuse and recycle. Nothing reduced about it! Performances
will cap off the evening in an explosion of public queer reclamation
The Challenge should you choose to accept it: Constructing the Future,
Recycling the Past! Give it your best shot at the evening wear look of your
dreams
The tent will be open at 2 PM. Participants can come and use supplies to
create the lewks of their dreams! Newspaper aplenty! Bottle caps will be
busting! Have no idea where to start? Get some assistance from the
recycled Monarch themselves, Skim
Performances will start at 6 PM, with the runway in the middle. Enjoy
dance, drag, and a nal performance by the unparalleled Coven
Artist: Mx. Bukuru
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
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THU AUG 12TH | PROJECT VINES

SPARKLE PLENTY
Sparkle Plenty is Vancouver’s glamedian, weirdlesquer and word-makerupper who has been delivering beautifully bizarre burlesque acts for over
10 years! This ery Indigiqueer is Cree with mixed heritage and is a proud
sister of the rst-ever all Indigenous burlesque group, Virago Nation. You
can nd her teasing and emceeing on stages (and online) all over
Vancouver, Toronto, Las Vegas, and more. Sparkle has been invited as a
featured performer in burlesque festivals in Vancouver, Calgary, and
Edmonton as well as queer and Indigenous arts festivals throughout the
city
SANDRINE
SHA SHA
THE COVEN
“The Coven” is a vogue collective comprised of three professional, queer
artists from across the country. Ralph Escamillan (House of Gvasalia),
Ross Wirtanen (RiaToss Productions) and Kevin Fraser (Immigrant
Lessons) are all highly distinguished and versatile dancers /
choreographers within their hometowns of Vancouver, BC and Toronto, ON.
With an innate passion for LGBTQ2IA+ arts and culture, the “unholy trinity”

.
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MX. BUKURU
Dominique Wakeland (they/them) was born on unceded Kwantlen Territory
and graduated from Simon Fraser University in June 2019 with a BFA in
Theatre Performance. They are a performer, dramaturge, director, and drag
artist. Past credits include: Dramaturging “Big Queer Filipino Karaoke
Night”, (2018) Foot Faults in Foreplay“, (2017) and being the inaugural
winner of Van Slam’s Drag Slam (2019). In 2019 they participated in the
development and jury of the Vancouver Fringe’s ‘Fringe Forward Award’
Dominique’s practice is fundamentally movement and text based with an
emphasis on the politics we bring in our bodies and how that manifests into
knowledge. From 2019 to 2020 they worked as an Assistant
Choreographer/Assistant Director with MISCELLANEOUS Productions, an
East Vancouver theatre company for at-risk and culturally diverse youth
Dominique is a member of Diasporic Dynasty under their stage name, Mx.
Bukuru. Their mission is simple, “To be the actualization of our ancestors,
to usher in a new age of performance, and to welcome our diasporic
siblings home.

strive to cultivate the growing Canadian vogue and ballroom scene by
hosting community dance classes, workshops and balls .Their macabre
sense of theatre, editorial fashion and gender-bending style are woven into
entertaining and educational live performances that elevate the expressive,
underground dance style of Vogue
SKIM
Skim also known as Romi Kim (they/them) is a second generation Korean
̓ m
interdisciplinary artist currently living on unceded xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
(Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and Selíl̓ witulh
(Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations. Skim has exhibited their work in The Works Festival (Edmonton),
Queer Asia (United Kingdom), in Seoul, South Korea, Vancouver and the
Sunshine Coast, Canada. They have performed on various stages and
venues in South Korea, Vietnam and Canada irl and online internationally.
They often work within themes of exploring stories within their own queer
and Korean identity in regards to language, emotion and affect, culture and
various unquestioned histories. Skim is an active member of the House of
Rice and currently a MFA grad student at the University of British Columbia
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Lek’lek | CRAB Par
101 E Waterfront Rd, Vancouver, BC V6A 4K
6 PM | ASL Interpretatio
In partnership with DTES Small Grant
Refusing to submit to the colonial agenda that is gentri cation, Vines in
relationship with members of the Downtown Eastside bring the many
different voices that breathe re into the soul of Vancouver. Dismantling
blue fences and remaining authentic to the layers of community that have
grown throughout the years
Artists: Dalannah Gail Bowen, Dallas, Lii (DTES Arts Collective), Erica
Grant, Gunargie O’Sullivan, Kellen Jackson, Makeda Martin, Michelle
Heyoka, and Mildred Grace Germa
Artist: Makeda Martin
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
DALANNAH GAIL BOWEN – Billie’s Blues
Dalannah Gail Bowen and Michael Creber capture the music of Billie
Holiday in a breathtaking set of Billie’s compositions and an original created
to capture her life. Emotional interpretations that ring true to Billie’s life
journey and exceptional musicality. Accompanied by grammy nominated
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FRI AUG 13TH | OUR HOMES OUR STORIES

keyboardist Michael Creber; Billie’s Bllues is an excellent reminder of Billie
HOliday’s trials and triumphs in song
DALLAS
Dallas was born in Vancouver BC. She is Cowichan First Nation. She
became interested in the arts early in life. Dallas is now active in her
community in the Downtown Eastside Vancouver. Dallas is a proud Mother,
Grandmother and Great Grandmother
MICHELLE HEYÓKA – Into the forest
Michelle Heyóka is a singer, songwriter & mother of two. Heyoka’s unique
sound is a mixture of smooth angelic R&B melodies with a uplifting pop
vibe. In 2021 she released her rst body of work “For You” a 5 track EP that
took listeners on a journey through her love life. Heyóka’s music has been
featured on the radio multiple times, been played on Sports Net Hockey
Night in Canada, & had the opportunity to preform at The International Jazz
Fest in Vancouver. Keep up with Michelle Heyóka by following her on
Instagram @MICHELLEHEYOKA & stream her music on all streaming
platforms by searching up her name
MILDRED GRACE GERMAN – The Tabo(o) of Ocean Cleaning
Featuring the creative and experimental sound art, spoken word,
choreography, and visual arts /ceramics by Filipino-Canadian
multidisciplinary artist Mildred Grace German, The Tabo(o) of Ocean
Cleaning wishes to particularly re ect on our struggle for clean water and
other life necessities, including labour, as continued high-demand
commodities, yet they are taken for granted
GUNARGIE O’SULLIVAN
Gunargie O’Sullivan was a delegate from the community radio CFRO in
Vancouver, BC and a member of the Aboriginal Caucus of the NCRA.
Among her vast work in the media, she developed the national radio series
called Resonating Reconciliation which resulted in 26 half-hour
documentaries about Residential School survivors and their families, airing
nationally on stations across the country. She developed Red Jam Slam, a
series to raise the pro le of Aboriginal music in Canada through live
performances and broadcasts. O’Sullivan also has worked at an overdose
prevention site and acted as an Elder for Guildford Highschool Students,
along with her years of work coordinating for the Heart of the City Festival.
Spring 2021, O’Sullivan will be doing Late Night with the Savages live on
Red Gate TV (also to be played on CITR and COOP Radio)

.
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ERICA GRANT
Erica Grant and her son Duncan Martin began the DTES Response Team
at the start of COVID to ensure that DTES residents had access to hot
meals and hygiene kits. Erica and her team continue in Duncan’s memory
to provide care, respect, and dignity to the community
Recently Erica was given a letter from Mayor Kennedy Stewart, thanking
her for initiating the DTES Response team that has provided over 20,000
meals and hygiene kits to people in need in the DTES
MAKEDA MARTIN
Makeda Martin comes from a musical family. Sang in her younger years in
a Gospel Group called S.O.S singers out of Brantford Ontario. I’m looking
forward to sharing some improve, original and covers with those in
attendance. Joining me will be Ethan Rivas my middle son and special
guests who I’ll introduce on the day. Luke Huska and a few other local
artists have been invited. See you soon and blessings to all. We are
bringing some jazz, funk, rock and roots
DTES ARTS COLLECTIVE – LII
KELLEN JACKSON
Kellen Reed Jackson is a perpetually emergent queer artist & arts facilitator
̓ m, Skwxwú7mesh, and
on stolen, occupied, unceded xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
səlilwətaɁɬ
lands. Their work is generated from a deep desire for conscious
intimacy with the quantum materiality of spacetime in all its manifestations.
Working through lm, sound, eco-printing and an emergent movement
practice, they are currently researching queer & trans histories, non-binary
embodiment, ecological intersubjectivity & spacetime as eld and fabric
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Our largest event in two years! Ushering in the next era of public arts and
showcasing brilliant artists, performers and storytellers, join us for this
dazzling day of sharing intersectional stories and graceful movements
across shared space. Share a meal, a space and tend to the needs of your
heart after a long time away from one another. This cornucopia will feast us
for years to come, not one to miss as it unites us together to break the
social fast we journeyed through together
Artist: Siobahn Barker, Eddy van Wyk & Maggie McGhee, Rianne Svelnis &
Sauha Lee
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
NEW(to)TOWN COLLECTIVE – New(to)Town Collective x Vines Art
Festival 2021 Clown Parade
Dust off your red nose and twinkle shoes – Clown Parade is back! We’re
ready to engage with park goers, animals, and trees in the spirit of
celebration and connection. Join us on Aug. 14th at Trout Lake. For those
interested in participating in the parade and learning about clowns, come to
our special Clown Parade Training Jam on Aug. 8th, 2 – 4 pm PST at
Pandora Park. Attending this TJ is not a prerequisite to joining the parade
but is recommended
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SAT AUG 14TH | STL’A7SHN-CHET – OUR FEAST
Trout Lake Par
2105 E 19th Ave, Vancouver, BC V5N 2J
1:30 PM | Blind and Low Vision Friendl

SUDANDA
Sudanda is a band which plays the music of Alaaledin Abdalla, a composer
and musician from Sudan. The instrumentation is oudh/vocals, guitar,
accordion, trumpet/bass, trombone and percussion
CHLOE PAYNE, KRYS YUAN, SENA YURIKA ÇAǦLA & DAVID
UNDERHILL – It’s Raining (Gonna Get Wet)
Come join us as we splash around in puddles, fall as rain drops, and drift in
storm clouds! Find out what makes rain… rain! We got caught in the rain on
purpose to bring you It’s Raining (Gonna Get Wet) a show that will make
you appreciate a little drizzle. It’s Raining features hilarious physical
comedy and beautiful movement. A show for all ages no matter whether
you’re as fresh as a dewdrop or as ancient as a glacier
ANJALICA SOLOMON – BELONG
In a new original work, Alyssa Amarshi (dancer & performance artist),
Servin Boyd (dancer), Chantal Gering (theatre artist, dancer), Angelica
Poversky (poet & performance artist), and Anjalica Solomon (loop pedal
artist, musician and poet) interrogate the theme of “belonging”. Through
spoken word, movement, and monologue, we highlight how our diverse
identities and intersections often feel like they are not complete. We ask
through this piece: how does our liberation interweave with the earth, our
home where our deepest and most authentic selves have always belonged.
Ultimately, we are fully complete and abundant in ourselves. As is the
earth
SENAQWILA WYSS
Senaqwila Wyss is from the Squamish Nation, Tsimshian, Sto:lo Hawaiian
and Swiss. She is completing her Bachelors in Communications and First
Nations studies at SFU. She is an ethnobotanist and warrior entrepreneur.
She co-owns Raven and Hummingbird Tea Co. With mother T’uy’t’tanat
Cease Wyss using Indigenous plant teachings to share with people of all
ages. She is also sharing her knowledge to the next generation with
daughter Kamaya. Senaqwila facilitates indigenous plant knowledge
workshops and has experience in professional communications and
coordination and event planning
MAGNIFUEGO & FRIENDS
We will be performing a fusion of South American Andean folk music mixed
with Latin Rock elements

.
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EMERGING CREATIVES MENTORED BY JEANETTE KOTOWICH
Artists: Eva Ojeda F, Eve Middleton-Meyer, Alexander-Bird Zavorotny, Bana

JHOELY TRIANA & HAOLIN JIANG – Perseverancia
Perseverance through all the hardship this past year, many times before,
and many generations before. I express the hardship of a somber, sad,
tired, lonely, heavy, defeated person who works hard to nd resilience,
focus, energy, and courage. This is my own story of an ongoing struggle as
an artist, my immigrant parents and my rural grandparents. And a story of
Flamenco, the centuries of prejudice of the Romani people. In their stories I
am strengthened to nd my courage
KELLY MCINNES – Exquisite Dust
Exquisite Dust is a performance created by Kelly McInnes in collaboration
with performers Luciana D’Anunciaçāo, Hayley Gawthrop, Maggie
McGhee, Eddy van Wyk and the Roundhouse Community Dancers with
sound design by Alex Mah
Exquisite Dust is ritual, prayer, antidote. It is aliveness unfolding. It is
remembering what it is to be of the earth. To be a body. To be wild. It is an
invitation to notice and to feel
AMY AMANTEA – Through my Lens
Navigating the world as a blind person has brought gifts to my life that I
didn’t anticipate. I have experienced photography for the rst time under a
professional who is teaching me to “ nd the light”. How does someone who
doesn’t see the photos they take actually take photos at all? Let’s explore
photography through my lens – as I ask the audience to describe my
photos back to me
EMERGING CREATIVES MENTORED BY EDDY VAN WYK
Artists: Ruvarashe Marikano, Santana Berryman, LaFi, Hayden Pereir
HOODIE BROWNS

.
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Some original compositions will be featured. Some songs will have stories
from history and others from the challenges we face in the modern world
Other songs will contain ights for the imagination. Also some ancient
traditional pre-spaniard Instruments from South America will be played
alongside modern instruments to fusion the expression of the musicians.
Featuring Kyle Hagen & KeAloha

ALL BODIES DANCE – R-each
R-each explores the challenges of connection across physical distance.
Two dancers embrace awkwardness, entanglement, cooperation, and play
as they navigate their literal connection through an expanse of stretchy
fabric, an original costume designed by Nico Gruzling. The costume
creates shifting geometries for the dancers to move in and around,
concealing and revealing their bodies and a mobility scooter. Through the
push, pull, and stretch of the cloth, R-each highlights our complex impacts
on one another and calls us to move in solidarity
KIRANJIT SHOKER – Love, Lies, and Liberation: Let the Earth speak.
If we love our Earth as our home and hearth, it is our duty to bring it justice
and balance. Explore love for our place, how to decipher the lies of those
who have lost love, and the liberation that justice brings. Learn to listen to
Earth as we rebuild relationships with ourselves, community and our home
SIOBHAN BARKER – Knowledge Pantry; ancestral ‘tea’
A story of family, exploring known and unknown mixed-racial identity and
intersectionality in living with invisible disability. A family reunion story of
discovering. Can the land guide us in reconnecting with our missing bits?
We of the Black/African Diaspora carry the land in our blood, bone, and
breath. As often displaced and stolen peoples we are traveling a path to
reconnect with the land through story, spirit remembrance, and gifts from
our ancestors. Can we honour our Afro-Indigeneity when echos of “where
are you from” ripple through our being?
Come share in this funny tale of discovery where the ancestors meet and
spill the ‘Tea**’ of the ages.
(**juicy news
KEALOHA – Let’s Blossom
Flowers are blooming and so are we. KeAloha invites us into “Let’s
Blossom” – a performance of heart-songs that she grows from her
experience as a mixed race, Indigenous femme, and an artist with
disability. “Let’s Blossom” celebrates how far we’ve come and how far
we’ve yet to go. KeAloha invites us to fall in love, to re-learn radical
diversity and inclusion, to dismantle ableism, and to centre Black and
Indigenous voices in our futures
KELLEN JACKSON
Kellen Reed Jackson is a perpetually emergent queer artist & arts facilitator

.
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̓ m, Skwxwú7mesh, and
on stolen, occupied, unceded xʷməθkʷəyə
̓
səlilwətaɁɬ
lands. Their work is generated from a deep desire for conscious
intimacy with the quantum materiality of spacetime in all its manifestations.
Working through lm, sound, eco-printing and an emergent movement
practice, they are currently researching queer & trans histories, non-binary
embodiment, ecological intersubjectivity & spacetime as eld and fabric
TAMI MURRAY – Neurographic Sygil Workshop
Your unique expressive voice and intent ow into the artwork created in this
neurographic workshop. Choose a word or phrase that is an invitation for
change or growth and then combine it with organic lines and free form
shapes within the boundaries of the paper surface. Using points of
interconnection within the guided drawing we will fuse shapes and meaning
into an abstracted symbol or sygil that holds the intent of the words,
creating a catalyst for personal action
RIANNE SVELNIS & SAUHA LEE – Glasswing: An interactive portal
lounge
Glasswing: An interactive portal lounge is an interspecies sculpture, a
dance puzzle, a set of frames, a collection of passageways, and a moving
constellation of relationships and boundaries. It is an interactive installation
of textile openings reminiscent of stomata (plants’ breathing pores).
Through this abstraction the audience is invited, by witnessing and
rearranging the installation, to re ect on the portals of transformation in our
everyday lives; material, sensed, and imagined
ART ACTION EARWIG – Give Birth Love Tooth
Give Birth Love Tooth is a 2-hour performance that invites audience
participation via mobile devices. A pair of wisdom teeth/사랑니 have been
extracted and gain unusual abilities on That Woman’s 38th birthday as That
Woman was reminded that her mother was 38 when she gave birth to her.
Voices, sounds, movements, and connections expose violent
understandings of That Woman’s body acquired through medical, legal,
and institutional systems, and surge a strong desire to decolonize body/몸
and mind/맘
KATIE CASSADY – funky fungi
funky fungi is a contemporary dance duet focussed on interpreting and
expressing the existence of fungi, focussing on mycelium and mushrooms.
By taking an imaginative and fun journey into how mycelium and
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mushrooms might emote or express joy, this piece hopes to offer the fungi’s
perspective, and explore how the co-existence and collaboration of many
species is necessary to create and sustain life cycles
THE BODY ORCHESTRA & IT’S NOT A BOX THEATRE – Re:Place
An immersive exploration of human contact in an era of isolation. A series
of bodies haunted by lost futures. A portal into liminal worlds entwining the
domestic and the natural. In this dream-like coalescence of dance, poetry,
spatial soundscape, and digital interaction, audiences are guided as
expressive bodies through green micro-stages to confront displacement in
its various forms and scales on the earth. Join us for an intimate
experiment in communal embodied storytelling
PIERRE LEICHNER – Roots – we all need them
For several years I have been working with roots. We all have them:
physically, in our teeth and hairs, psychologically with our families,
culturally with our communities and spiritually with the earth and the
cosmos. In these root sculptures nature mimics humans. Some took years
to grow
JULIA ZINOVJEVA – Isolation-naturally dyed hanging installation
During this dif cult year of 2020 and all the uncertain times, we are living
today, I decide to work on the topic which I am mostly preoccupied now –
Isolation. What isolation is for art? What does isolation look like if it is a
material? My art material is cloth and I try to be connected closely to nature
by using old techniques of botanical dyeing. I believe that the emotional
aspects of cloths are very interesting, that is why I work with previously
used fabrics. There is so much phycology in cloth. What does it mean to
connect cloth to isolation? As a maker and an artist, I wish to create an
installation which will express my vison on isolation and how I deal with it
by using my art practice – natural dyes on cloth. I want to create a moving
sculpture of botanically dyed ribbons (made from used clothes) and local
plants. The form of the sculpture should remind a hanging chandelier – my
interpretation of the light and hope during isolation. The use of colored
ribbons – natural diversity, importance of the local connections (used
clothes transformed into ribbons). This hanging sculpture in is a manifest of
my interpretation of isolation and hope. Tied together ribbons represent all
the missed moments with our loved ones. The use of botanical dyeing,
slow and often unpredictable process, is to highlight my everyday feeling
during these days. Natural colour does not last forever, it fades with time
but always leaves the traces of transformations

.
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DAVID ULLOCK – It Is What It Isn’t
A compositional exploration of abstract form in physical space
This freestanding sculpture has been created entirely with reclaimed
materials, diverting useful resources from the land ll
TIFFANY YANG – It’s Birdplastic!
What do you see when you look up? How about when you look down? Do
you hear some tweeting, and maybe a bit of chirping? There is something
watching your every move right behind that thicket! *CRUNCH* OH! You
stepped on a littered plastic bottled water. That something suddenly sends
an alarm call
HAZEL POINT
GUNARGIE O’SULLIVAN
Gunargie O’Sullivan was a delegate from the community radio CFRO in
Vancouver, BC and a member of the Aboriginal Caucus of the NCRA.
Among her vast work in the media, she developed the national radio series
called Resonating Reconciliation which resulted in 26 half-hour
documentaries about Residential School survivors and their families, airing
nationally on stations across the country. She developed Red Jam Slam, a
series to raise the pro le of Aboriginal music in Canada through live
performances and broadcasts. O’Sullivan also has worked at an overdose
prevention site and acted as an Elder for Guildford Highschool Students,
along with her years of work coordinating for the Heart of the City Festival.
Spring 2021, O’Sullivan will be doing Late Night with the Savages live on
Red Gate TV (also to be played on CITR and COOP Radio)

.
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Trout Lake Park
2105 E 19th Ave, Vancouver, BC V5N 2J
Exquisite Dust – 2PM | 4P
Re:Place – 3PM | 6PM | 9P
Join us on Sunday, August 15 for multiple performances created by Kelly
McInnes, and The Body Orchestra & It’s Not A Box Theatre
Exquisite Dust
Created by Kelly McInnes
2PM | 4PM
Exquisite Dust is a performance created by Kelly McInnes in collaboration
with performers Luciana D’Anunciaçāo, Hayley Gawthrop, Maggie
McGhee, Eddy van Wyk and the Roundhouse Community Dancers with
sound design by Alex Mah.
Exquisite Dust is ritual, prayer, antidote. It is aliveness unfolding. It is
remembering what it is to be of the earth. To be a body. To be wild. It is an
invitation to notice and to feel
Re:Place
Co-created by The Body Orchestra x It’s Not A Box Theatre
3PM | 6PM | 9PM

.
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SUN AUG 15TH | SUNDAY HAPPENINGS

KELLY MCINNES
Gratefully based on the unceded Coast Salish territories of the Musqueam,
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations, Kelly McInnes is a settler of
British and Irish ancestry who works as choreographer, performer and
facilitator
Kelly creates performances that embody the socio-political and explore
complex relationships of body, community and earth. Currently in training in
Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy, her artistic practice is continually
inspired by this learning as she imagines ways her work can inspire
collective healing. Kelly enjoys working collaboratively, site speci cally and
practicing care in the ways she creates spaces for coming together
Kelly often performs in her work and also has had the pleasure of dancing
the works of several Vancouver-based companies and choreographers.
With Pressed Paradise collective, she performs guerrilla-style ritual-like
performances in outdoor public spaces
Kelly is director of Epoch Youth Project, a collaborative process and
workshop for youth. She is also currently facilitator and artist-in-residence
with the Roundhouse Community Dancers. Kelly has performed and
shared new work at Vines Art Festival many times over the years. She is
honoured to be part of this meaningful event and community
THE BODY ORCHESTRA & IT’S NOT A BOX THEATRE
The Body Orchestra is a collection of independent contemporary dance
artists from Vancouver, BC, led by choreographers Jenn Edwards and
Jennifer Aoki. Initiated in 2016, the group’s mandate is to create
collaborative, thought-provoking, and viscerally felt ensemble works set to
original music. Their body of work has been well-received at Fringe
Festivals in Winnipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver, as well as Dancing on the
Edge, Dusty Flowerpot Cabaret’s Parade of Lost Souls, and New Blue
Dance Festival in Toronto. The Body Orchestra is an organic, evolving
collective of artists, having included thirteen different dancers in its works,
as well as sound designers, lighting designers, and videographers. Their
work has been made possible by residencies at SFU’s School for the

.
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An immersive exploration of human contact in an era of isolation. A series
of bodies haunted by lost futures. A portal into liminal worlds entwining the
domestic and the natural. In this dream-like coalescence of dance, poetry,
spatial soundscape, and digital interaction, audiences are guided as
expressive bodies through green micro-stages to confront displacement in
its various forms and scales on the earth. Join us for an intimate
experiment in communal embodied storytelling

Contemporary Arts, The Roundhouse Community Arts & Culture Centre,
and The Shadbolt Centre for the Arts. The collective is committed to
engaging local artists, fostering a collaborative and inclusive environment
for everyone involved. They also strive to make contemporary dance
accessible through open rehearsals, work-in-progress showings, and
workshops for both children and adults
It’s Not A Box Theatre is a digital immersive theatre company based in
Saskatoon / Treaty 6. It was founded in 2015 by director-playwright Torien
Cafferata and designer-dancer Amberlin Hsu, both Drama BFA grads from
the University of Saskatchewan. Their work began as devised immersive
physical theatre, often exploring audience interactivity, uid set design,
digital technology, and communal storytelling among micro audiences.
Their SATA-winning documentary theatre project, Overhear, is an appguided promenade piece of intimate one-on-one performances and has
toured SummerWorks in 2018 and the Prague Quadrennial in 2019.
Recently their journey into digital space and interactive installation has only
deepened, resulting in the mobile game series ISOLATA and a rst-person
livestream game called Play Fail Win. This makes their co-production with
The Body Orchestra a tting blend of both familiar and unfamiliar, both
digitizing the body and bodying the digital, fusing immersive dance and
scenic design with app technology. As theatre re-emerges in 2021, It’s Not
A Box Theatre believes it has never been more vital to discover radical new
ways to nurture audiences and artists, inviting them to truly play together,
make contact, and share a story together
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̓ m | Hadden Park
X̱ epx̱páye
1905 Ogden Ave, Vancouver, BC V6J 1A
6 PM | ASL Interpretation, Blind and Low Vision
Friendl
Come dance with us, moving on the land and embracing all the ways
bodies exist. All bodies, all types, moving in unison, weaving a story and
voice unlike any other. A resounding commitment to the power of
movement, heart and soul, We Will Move will have you wanting to dance
with us. Who knows where it’ll take you
Artist: Harmanie Rose
Photo Credit: Sheng H
IVEN SIMONETTI – TherARTy
We will give thanks, and reconnect to nature, and listen to the surrounding
and let the music take place
CAROLINE HÉBERT
Caroline was born Sumain & grew up in Montréal, QC, with her biological
family. Caroline went all her life in Deaf School @ Institution des SourdMuets.
Caroline is bilingual in ASL (American Sign Language), & LSQ (Langues
des Signes Québécoise). In addition, Caroline has a base knowledge of
Indigenous Sign Language.
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TUE AUG 17TH | WE WILL MOVE

In 2005, Caroline moved to Vancouver, BC & took a 10 years hiatus.
Caroline decides to return to the Theatre after meeting the Honourable
Stephen Lytton – a formidable Indigenous Leader. Mr. Lytton invited
Caroline to use a team approach & this resulted in Caroline joining Theatre
Terri c’s production of Breath Ahh.. 2017, & continued to work… many
different places, our performance Unsettled, History of Sign Language, and
Voice etc
JENNIFER AOKI & HARMANIE ROSE –The Flood that Let to Know Water
The Flood that Led to No Water is a deeply personal contemporary dance
duet that explores themes of trauma, vulnerability, and memory. Two
dancers from unique marginalized backgrounds draw inspiration from their
formative experiences and nd solidarity through sharing and moving
together
HILA GRAF, MADELEINE HUMENY, MIDA MALEK & AMY AMANTEA –
Ocean of Tears
Ocean of Tears is a theatre performance exploring the act of crying with
storytelling, music and humour. Why do we often feel shameful about
crying? What role does crying take in our lives, and what are meaningful
stories and moments that are ignited by it
EMERGING CREATIVES MENTORED BY FAUNE YBARRA
Artists: Aneesha Babu, Cynthia Su, Jordyn Wood, Marcelo Ponc
ANA BON-BON – Ana Bon-Bon Beachside
I will be playing original songs on my accordion and incorporating new inprogress homemade rhythm instrument accessories
EMERGING CREATIVES MENTORED BY ERICA HIROKO ISOMURA
Artists: Alex “Fairything” Masse, kellen r jackson and Madisen Hilligos
SARAH U – Stratum
“Stratum” is a dance installation piece, in which 3 dancers will be
interacting and moving under/over/around a textile installation. The work
has both a strong performance and visual art component. It is inspired by
moulting, a process in which animals and insects (mostly invertebrates)
cast off part of their bodies such as skin, hair, and exoskeleton to enter a
new stage of their lives
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NICK BENZ & MARION LANDERS – Vag(gue)-rant
Nick Benz and Marion Landers navigate Afro-Indigenous mixed heritage
and gender uidity through dance forms that meet at the crossroads of
African, Indigenous and European history.
Brazilian Samba and other Afro-centric dance traditions, Coast Salish
dance and theatrical exchange are all employed by these two actor/
dancers towards the goal of land connection and reconciliation
SAPPHIRE HAZE – Asphyxiation
This piece embodies human relationships with nature and our growing
dependence on technology. Through the juxtaposition of tense and serene
sounds – synthesized and natural – we want to encompass the
preciousness of water and the power of resistance against what corrupts it.
What do we have to unlearn to reverse corruption
ROBYN CEE KAY JACOB – A Versus Complex
A Versus Complex is a personal response to the activities taking place on
one of the frontlines of the climate emergency: the con ict between the
logging industry and land defenders trying to stop the clear cutting of old
growth forests. In the face of polarization and lack of context and nuance in
mainstream media’s portrayal of the con ict, especially regarding
Indigenous rights and colonial history, the piece explores what gets left out
of the public knowledge stream, and how this changes the conversation.
The use of disklavier piano also touches on the history of the once
expansive piano manufacturing industry in Canada, which was enabled by
the ready access to timber. As so many of these pianos are ending up in
the local land lls, they seem to symbolize what is happening to our old
growth forests. Mixing the seen with the unseen in terms of the piece’s
sonic origins is at play, as the combination of sounds made from the piano
and the collage of the instrument’s pre-recorded resonance mix. The voice
holds my own feelings of grief, powerlessness, and responsibility to act

.
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Trout Lake Par
2105 E 19th Ave, Vancouver, BC V5N 2J
6P
What’s a feast without the re to warm us? Resilient Roots returns with new
voices, new styles and cultivating intergenerational mentorship prioritizing
craft while also pursuing Indigenous joy and hope. Works and artists time
and time again ignore any colonial genre while beautifully showcasing
generosity and honesty. Resilient Roots proves that Indigenous art will also
embody endlessness in pursuit of a fantastic tomorrow
Artist: Sekani Dakelth and Terreane Derrick
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciação and Ian Lo
TERREANE DERRICK
Terreane Derrick came into the arts both by accident and design. At an
early age, Terreane’s rst foray into the performing arts was puppetry.
Terreane’s interests in the arts expanded rst into drawing and painting,
then into video production. In addition, Terreane is also an accomplished
emcee, public speaker, facilitator, and has sat on government boards as a
special needs / disability adviser. Terreane appreciates the medicine of art
in its entirety and is currently focused on personal governance
JUSTIN PERCIVAL
Justin Percival is of Nisga’a descent in the frog clan, his Nisga’a name is

.
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WED AUG 18TH | RESILIENT ROOTS

“axdii xbits axw” which translates to “fearless” and was born in Vancouver
but grew up in New aiyansh. Justin is a spoken word/hip hop artist, most of
justins inspiration to write is his family and his connection to culture
ZOFIA ROSE
Zo a Rose is a Polish and Carrier First Nation, singer/songwriter, poet and
interdisciplinary performer. She resides in Vancouver (on the unceded
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh peoples) where
she can be found busking in East Van. She is a slave to the muse, a
graduate of The Writer’s Studio at SFU (2019), and her poetry has been
published in Prism, RoomMagazine, and Salt Chuck City Review. Zo a has
performed music and poetry at Indigenous Brilliance and the Talking Stick
Festival
TIT’LEM KWE | SARA BROOKE CADEAU & CHEYENNE GARDNER
Tit’lem Means singing in.
Kwe means women in Anishnaabemowin.
Join adopted sisters, Anishnaabe Sara Brooke Cadeau and Cheyenne
Gardner from Sto’lo territory as they share their favorite songs. Join us for
social and canoe songs from the river people of the Fraser to the Buffalo
and Sweetgrass people from over the mountains.
“When you smile the world smiles with you but when you sing Creator
smiles on you
RAVEN GRENIER
Raven is an emerging singer and performer with a background in traditional
and contemporary Gitxsan dance, and pow wow. She is of mixed settler
and Indigenous ancestry, and works as the Artistic and Administrative
Assistant for Dancers of Damelahamid. Raven has toured in the company’s
recent multimedia productions Flicker and Minowin, and has been
performing from an early age. She is a third year student majoring in First
Nations and Indigenous Studies at the Institute for Criticial Indigenous
Studies at UBC
JAZ WHITFORD
jaz is a secwepemc 2 spirit interdisciplinary artist with a focus on land
based learning, ancestral memory, decolonization and land sovereignty.
they reside as an uninvited guest on unceded and ancestral territories of
̓
̓ m , səlilwətaɁɬ
the xʷməθkʷəyə
, and sḵwx̱wú7mesh
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MADELAINE MCCALLUM
MADELAINE MCCALLUM is a dancer originally from Ile a la Crosse,
Saskatchewan. Though she is well known for Métis dance (she’s been
jigging since she could walk!), she enjoys all forms including Pow Wow,
contemporary, Hip Hop and just movement from the soul. Madelaine has
performed for many stages. Performing was a natural progression into
choreographing her rst solo piece which includes Powwow dancing,
contemporary and Metis Jigging
Á’A:LÍYA
Á’a:líya is an innovative hip hop and spoken word artist who was born and
raised in her home community of Skowkale within the Coast Salish
Territory. She is also an activist and lmmaker; her current solo work
speaks to Indigenous worldview and rise. Her voice and passion for unity
and change drives her creative process. Through her music, she invites
everyone from every background to feel what hip hop and spoken word has
to offer, in perhaps a new way
SEKANI DAKELTH
Sekani Dakelth is from the Tl’azt’en Nation and calls the Downtown
Eastside home. She is passionate about trans rights, sex worker rights and
harm reduction. Like many of her peers, Sekani knows rsthand how
stigma around drug use acts as a barrier to accessing health care. She has
worked as a Megaphone vendor for years and of cially joined the team in
2018 to help build Speakers Bureau. Through that work, she’s dedicated to
spreading awareness of everyone’s right to health care and challenging
audiences to look past the sometimes narrow ideas they have of drug
users
HAZEL POINT
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X̱ yw 7esks | Creekside Park
1455 Quebec St, Vancouver, BC V6A 3Z
6 PM | ASL Interpretatio
In partnership with Afro Van Connec
The Return of the Thunder Beings celebrates Black life and its fragility. The
story follows the experience of four African descent youth at the height of
the COVID19 pandemic as they confront loss, grief, and change as a result
of the Black Lives Matter movement. African mythology, dramatic arts, and
hip-hop culture are used to capture the isolation, tension, healing, and
transformation each character experiences as they emerge from the storm
Artist: Dae Shields and Kor Kase
Photo Credit: Luciana Freire D’Anunciaçã
YORO NOUKOUSSI
ALISHA LETTMAN
Alisha Lettman is the lead facilitator for the Legacy Growers Collective. She
is also a Massage Therapist, Ayurvedic Wellness Coach, multidisciplinary
performance artist, and poet. Alisha’s lineage descends from Sindh

.
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THU AUG 19TH | THE RETURN OF THE
THUNDER BEINGS

Province in what is now known as Pakistan and from the valleys of the Blue
Mountain in Jamaica. Having grown up in Chicago, her passion for social
justice rooted in land liberation & traditional knowledge was ignited by
many teachers and mentors. She comes from people of the land, from
bush healers, and from innovative engineers. These experiences brought
her core values for truth, integrity, and compassion to the center of her
movements in all their manifestations. Her work has graced the stages of
Vancouver International Jazz Fest (2019), The Vines Festival (2019), UBC
Pride (2019), and The Black Love Tour (2019). She is currently completing
a mentorship with Eventide Doulas and an Interdisciplinary Degree in
Leadership & Social Change from the University of British Columbia. She
can be found brewing herbal medicines at the Black Market and on
Instagram at @alignmentapothecary
SAM CHIMES – This Black Coat
“This Black Coat” is a song addressing perception in uence perpetuated
mainly by Media. Media portrays what it means to be “Black”, and because
of this portrayal blanketing the viewer’s mind, it is hard for the viewer to
truly see the subject. The song encourages us to look past the veil of esh,
and realize that we are sacred energies bottled in bodies
AFRO VAN CONNECT – Rise of the Thunder Beings
The Return of the Thunder Beings celebrates Black life and its fragility. The
story follows the experience of four African descent youth at the height of
the COVID19 pandemic as they confront loss, grief, and change as a result
of the Black Lives Matter movement. African mythology, dramatic arts, and
hip-hop culture are used to capture the isolation, tension, healing, and
transformation each character experiences as they emerge from the storm

.
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Locations: X̱ yw 7esks | Creekside Park,
̓ m | Hadden Park, Lek’lek | CRAB
X̱ epx̱páye
Park, Smem̓ ch s/Smam w’ch | David Lam
Park, X̱ 7nam̓ ut | New Brighton Park and Trout Lake
Par
In partnership with Alex Mah, Senaqwila Wyss
and Adriana Contrera
Earth Witnessing is a collection of mixed audio and visual works
designed for folks to engage with their senses in local parks. With
featured visual artists complimenting the scores, local ora and fauna
mixed with rich histories intermingling with the many possibilities for
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AUG 1 – AUG 20 | EARTH WITNESSING

tomorrow will lead you to re-envisioning what can exist in a space.
These audio and text forms will guide us to open our creative selves
and conscientiously tune into our world. Highlighting Indigenous
language, Earth Witnessing allows folks to learn the original name for
the land they walk on. In a time where our social hibernation kept us
from our larger environment, returning to our senses seems like a
herculean task, but it doesn’t have to be. There’s worlds between you
and I, with Earth Witnessing journeying us safely from our paths to
yours
ARTIST
Alex Mah, Brittney Appleby, Dae Nneka, Erica Masuskapoe, jaz
whitford, Kor Kase, K.P Dennis, kwiigay iiwaans, Matthew Ariaratnam,
Morning Star Trickey, Rea Saxena, Serras Fitz-James, TJ Feli
CREDIT
Graphics and Installation design: kwiigay iiwaans
Map design: Adriana Contreras
Squamish Snichim Language and Natural Law Research: Senaqwila Wyss
Curation: Heather Lamoureux
Sonic Performance Curation: Alex Mah
AR Design: Ruby Pang and Jingzhou Li
Web Design: Tom Van Manen
Graphic Design: Ivan S
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AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Trailing blackberry | S w’ lmex̱
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Erica Masuskapo
PANEL ART: what else but a city could divide us? & the reluctant cowboy |
TJ Feli

X̱ yw 7esks | Creekside Park | 1455 Quebec S
AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Elk | ’iy c
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Dae Nneka and Kor Kas
PANEL ART: give what you take & childhood is forever | xoma-leon phîlip
babur
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Lek’lek | CRAB Park | 101 E Waterfront Rd

AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Oregon Grape | s liya
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Jess Burgoyne-King and K.P
Denni
PANEL ART: to raise a butter y | Jess Burgoyne-King and K.P Dennis

̓
X̱epxp
| Hadden Park | 1015 Maple S
̱ áyem
̓
AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Cedar Tree | x̱p ya
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Matthew Ariaratna
PANEL ART: jaz whitford and jaye simpson
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Smem̓ ch s/Smam w’ch | David Lam Par
181 Roundhouse Mew

AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Orca | y w̓ yew̓
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Alex Ma
PANEL ART: kwiigay iiwaan

Trout Lake Park | 2120 E 19th Ave
AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE: Crow | ’el a ’
EARTH WITNESSING AUDIO TRACK: Morning Star Tricke
PANEL ART: Serisa Fitz-James, Brittney Appleby and Rea Saxen
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X̱ 7nam̓ ut | New Brighton Par
3201 New Brighton Rd

